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_________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Abstract- Data security is an important issue these days. From small companies to big MNCs and government organization, 

data security and secure data transmission is a prime requirement. There are numerous methods and algorithms for 

encryption but we are focusing on digital image watermarking. Watermarking is the processes of hiding data in an image in 

which an image is transmitted by hiding it into another image. This process is also known as image cryptography. The 

motive is to present this process using LSB algorithm for invisible image watermarking in which the hidden image cannot be 

seen by any observer or eavesdropper. The paper will initially present brief aspects of a network, network security and 

various attacks on network that can steal our information and after that watermarking will be introduced with the simulation 

performed in MATLAB.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Data needs to be encrypted to protect from various security issues and attacks to maintain integrity and and 

restrict access. There are various methods of data encryption or secure data encryption and one of those methods 

is Digital Image Watermarking. Digital Image watermarking combines the concept of Image processing with 

that if cryptography and it is also known as image cryptography. In Digital Image Watermarking we will hide 

one image (data image) into another image (cover image) and compare them on the basis of their histogram [1] 

[2]. We will also see that normal vision would not be able to distinguish between watermarked image and non-

watermarked image. Our algorithm will include the hiding of an image into another image and retrieving the 

image in the form of binary image after addition of the channel noise. 

Normal encryption schemes are known as Disk encryption schemes generally operating on 512 byte data sectors 

which can be individually encrypted or decrypted using cipher mode like CRC or cyclic redundancy check[3]. 

However sometimes data is  needed to be accessed through the middle of the disk alone itself and its not feasible 

then to decrypt or encrypt depending on preveious or successive sectors[4][5]. 

Disk encryotion can be attacked by using watermarking attack in which an attacker can detect any encrypted. 

This attack make it look weaker and newer and well as older disk encryption programs, are now deprecated loop 

[6][7]. 

In an active аttаck, the аttаcker tries to bypass the security or break into secured system environment. This can 

be done through hacking, stealth, viruses, worms, or by using Trojan horses i.e. backdoor. In active аttаcks an 

attacker attempts to break or overcome protection features, to introduce or write malicious code, theft or 

modification of existing information [8][9].  

II. LITЕRАTURЕ RЕVIЕW 

A.         Mеthоdоlоgу 
The paper is simulation based paper and simulation has been performed using MATLAB R2013b software 

package developed by Mathworks Inc. Matlab is an acronym for Matrix Laboratory working on intеrасtivе 

рrоgrаmming еnvirоnmеnt[10][11]. It is a very wide application tool with its domains of simulation ranging 

from Image Processing, signal processing to biomedical simulation. It consists of standard libraries LINРАСK 

аnd ЕISРАСK consisting of support functions files in .m format which is the file extention for matlab script 

files. Matlab can take anydata in form of matrix from 1 dimensional arrays to 2 dimensional matrix. It works 

very well with numerical data and the presence of grарhiсаl оutрut is also аvаilаblе tо suррlеmеnt numеriсаl 

rеsults. 

Our project uses Image processing applications and tools of Matlab. Mаtlаb uses built in аdарtоrs fоr ассеssing 

dеviсеs like USB cameras or Webcam for accessing realtime image captures. 

Filtеring is а tесhniquе fоr mоdifуing, оr еnhаnсing аn imаgе. Fоr еxаmрlе, уоu саn filtеr аn imаgе tо 

еmрhаsizе сеrtаin fеаturеs, оr rеmоvе оthеr fеаturеs. Imаgе рrосеssing ореrаtiоns can be imрlеmеntеd with 

filtеring, it inсludеs smооthing, shаrреning, аnd еdgе еnhаnсеmеnt[12][13]. Filtеring is а nеighbоrhооd 

ореrаtiоn, in whiсh thе vаluе оf аnу givеn рixеls in a оutрut imаgе is dеtеrminеd bу аррlуing sоmе аlgоrithm tо 

thе expected vаluеs оf thе рixеls in thе nеighbоrhооd оf thе соrrеsроnding inрut рixеls.  

B. Background Study 

Data nееds tо bе еnсrурtеd frоm vаriоus sесuritу issuеs, аnd аttасks tо mаintаin thе intеgritу, аnd ассеss 

соntrоl. Thеrе аrе vаriоus mеthоds оf dаtа еnсrурtiоn оr sесurе dаtа еnсrурtiоn аnd оnе оf thоsе mеthоds is a 
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Digitаl Imаgе Wаtеrmаrking. In this рареr, wе аrе рrеsеnting thе рrосеss оf a Digitаl Imаgе Wаtеrmаrking 

using LSB wаtеrmаrking аlgоrithm. In this wе will hidе оnе imаgе (dаtа imаgе) intо the аnоthеr imаgе (соvеr 

imаgе) аnd соmpare thеm оn thе bаsis оf thеir histоgrаms. Wе will аlsо sее thаt the nоrmаl visiоn wоuld nоt bе 

аblе tо distinguish bеtwееn the wаtеrmаrkеd imаgе аnd  

Imаgе рrосеssing means converting an image into its digital form by analyzing it in pixel form and perform 

various operations on it.Matlab takes an image as input and open it as 2D matrix and then various characteristics 

like its histogram and intensity can be processed.It is very rарid grоwing tесhnоlоgy in present era with its 

аррliсаtiоns reaching various domains from research industry to security and multimedia and communications. 

B.1. What can be done by Image Processing ? 

- Transformations in an image such as enlargement, reduction, and rotation. 

- Color corrections in an image such as adjustments in brightness, conversion to different color formats 

like grayscale to RGB or to binary format. 

- Registration or alignment of two or more than two images. 

- Segmenting an image into various regions. 

- Editing Images and providing Retouch and many more functions 

 

  B.2. Applications:- 

 The application of image processing varies   within various spheres. Some of them are listed below: 

- Satellite Image Processing 

- Medical Imagining 

- Face detection and Recognition, 

- Biomedical 

- Microscope image processing 

- Cryptography 

. 

III. WATERMARKING 
Watermarking is the process in which data in digital form is hidden in a cover image or signal. In invisible 

image watermarking, a message image is hidden under cover or carrier image [14][15]. The message or the data 

image is known as watermark as it is hidden. This particular type of digital image watermarking is also termed 

as invisible image watermarking. It is prominently used for tracing copyright infringements and also used for 

bank notes authentication. The Watermark is also applied to visible media like image or a videos, whereas the 

signasl or the carrier can be in any form like audio, pictures, video or text. A signal or a carrier is capable of 

carrying different types of  watermark at the same period of time. The phenomenon of such watermarking 

scheme is shown in figure 1 and is known as visible image watermarking and its drawback is that it degrades the 

quality of image [16][17]. 

A. What is a watermark? 

A watermark usually is a visible embedded overlay on an image in digital format which could be a form of text, 

a logo, or digital form of copyright notice. The main purpose of a watermark is to identify the work and prevent 

its unauthorized use [18][19]. However a visible watermark can't prevent unauthorized use but it do makes it 

difficult for those who may want to steal and claim someone else's piece of work as their own [20]. 

 
Fig 1: Watermark Copyright 

Our proposal involves invisible image watermarking. It is not the new phenomenon. Over One thousand years, 

the watermark on a paper has been used for a particular brand [21][22].  In a modern  time, it is getting more and 

more important to provide  authenticity as  more  of  a  worlds information  is  stored, as  readily transferable 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copyright_infringement
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Banknote
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bits. Digital watermarking is therefore, an important process, where arbitrary information, is encoded into an 

image in such a way that the additional payload is a imperceptible to the image observer. Hence Digital  

Watermarking  technology  is also  involved  with  the  large  numbers of  image  processing algorithms, and 

also the mathematical tools [23][24]. If we use only ordinary programming tool to implement the functions of 

algorithm and modulation, it is very difficult. Therefore, using a high- performance science,and engineering 

calculation software is also very important [25] [26].  

Watermarking your images and photos is an important part of protecting your online photos and images. The 

amount of image theft on the Internet and the growing attitude of people that everything is free for the 

downloading and copy paste is actually exploding the speed of the thefts. Also with the increase in technology, 

tools for image repairing are available which are making it even easier to remove watermarks. This justifies the 

need of watermark with complex algorithms. The complex here doesn’t mean to create watermark but it should 

be made tough for the image processing software to remove the watermarks. [27][28][29]. 

A.1. Types of Watermarking 

There are several ways of classification of digital watermarking techniques: 

On the basis of Robustness 

-Fragile Watermarking: When a watermark fails to be detected even after the slightest modifications, the scheme 

of watermarking is known as fragile watermarking. These are used for tamper detection.  

-Semi fragile Watermarking: When a digital watermarking resists benign transformations, but fails its detection 

after the transformations. 

-Robust Watermarking: A digital watermarking scheme is called robust if it can resists a designated class of 

transformations.  

On the basis of Perceptibility 

-Imperceptible: When the original cover image and the marked signal are perceptually indistinguishable, the 

watermarking scheme is known as imperceptible watermarking 

-Perceptible: When the presence of the watermark can be noticed, the watermarking scheme is known as 

perceptible.  

On the basis of Capacity 

-Zero Bit Long Watermarking: When the message os conceptually with the length of zero bit and is designed to 

detect whether the watermark is present or absent over the marked object, the watermarking scheme is known as 

zero bit long watermarking. This is also known as 1 bit scheme because the value 1 denotes the presence of the 

watermark and the value 0 denotes the absence of the watermark.  

-Non zero bit watermarking: in this scheme unlike the above mentioned scheme, the message is n bit long strem. 

On the basis of Embedding method 

-Spread Spectrum: If the marked signal is obtained by an addition modification, watermarking scheme is known 

as Spread spectrum watermarking. They are more robust but have low information capacity. 

-Quantization Type: If the digital marked signal is obtained by the process of quantization, watermarking is 

known quantization type. It has low robustness but high information capacity. 

-AM Watermarking: When the mark signal is obtained by additive modification which is similar to the spread 

spectrum watermarking method but is embedded in the spatial domain. 

B. DIGITAL WATERMARKING VS OTHER TECHNIQUES 

The main basic difference between the digital  watermarking  and the other  technologies are [30][31][32]: 

i. The encryption watermarking is imperceptible, so, the image will not be detracting from the aesthetic 

sense. 

ii. If the works are displayed, or converted into any other file formats, the watermarks will not be 

eliminated anymore. 

iii. The watermark have exactly the same information, as information of transformation. 

iv. A wide variety of techniques have been proposed,  but it is very complex to measure their quality.  

 

C. APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL WATERMARKING 

There are various applications of digital watermarking. Some of them are following [33][34]: 

i. Protection of copyrights 

ii. Source tracking 

iii. Monitoring Broadcast  

iv. Video authentication 

 

IV. ALGORITHM AND SIMULATION 

In addition, algorithm is partitioned into couples of  ways; watermark embedding algorithm, and the watermark 

extractions algorithm. The watermarking embedding is composed of 3 steps: 

- Processing Key 

- Embedded algorithm 
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- Watermarked pre-processing 

Same way the extractions are also composed of 3 steps: 

- Processing Key 

- Algorithm Extraction 

- Inverse watermark transformation 

The above steps will be implemented in an Image Processing Tool known as MATLAB. Coding and Simulation 

will be done according to the MATLAB syntax. For the ease of understanding we are mentioning the step wise 

working of LSB Watermarking Scheme. 

  Step 1:- Read cover object (image) you want to use for Watermarking. 

  Step 2:- Read the message image (Data) you want to hide in the cover image. 

  Step 3:- Spread the images value on 256 gray-scale (for better efficiency). 

  Step 4:- Determined the size of the cover image and message object used for Watermarking. 

  Step 5:- Set the LSB of cover object to the value of the MSB of watermark. 

  Step 6:- add noise to watermarked image. 

  Step 7:- write to file the two images. 

  Step 8:- use LSB of watermarked image to recover watermark. 

  Step 9:- scale the recovered watermark. 

  Step 10:- scale and display recovered watermark. 

The simulation has been performed on MATLAB. We took 2 images, one is the cover image and other one is 

the watermark. Our aim is to hide the watermark inside a cover image. The Figure 2 is the cover image and 

figure 3 is showing its histogram. The figure 4 is our watermark image which we want to hide in cover image 

i.e. figure 4 is to be hidden in figure 2 

 
Figure 2 Cover Image 

We took 2 images, one is the cover image and other one is the watermark. Our aim is to hide the watermark 

inside a cover image. The Figure 2 is the cover image and figure 3 is showing its histogram. The figure 4 is our 

watermark image which we want to hide in cover image i.e. figure 4 is to be hidden in figure 2. 

 
Figure 3 Histogram of the Cover Image  

Figure 4 Watermark Image 

The outcome of the LSB invisible image watermark algorithm is the figure 5 which is the watermarked image 

i.e. image in the figure 4 has been properly inserted in the image in figure 2. In the figure 5 i.e. the watermarked 

image we cannot see any watermark or the presence of watermark, this is because we are working on invisible 
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image watermarking, however in image i.e. visible image watermarking, watermark was clearly shown in the 

image that also degrades the quality of the image. 

On looking at figure 2 and figure 5 together, there seems no difference as such. Normal human vision may not 

be able to recognize that the image has been watermarked, however if we look in to the histogram of the same 

image which is shown in figure 6, we can see the differences clearly. 

 
Figure 5 Watermarked Image 

 
Figure 6 Histogram of the Watermarked Image

 

On comparison of histogram in figure 2 and figure 6 of figure 2 and figure 5 respectively only we can show the 

differences between watermarked and non-watermarked images. 

 
Figure 7 Received watermarked Image at the destination (noisy) 

The above is the received image at the destination with the addition of noise as it occurs in communication 

channel and below is the recovered watermarked image. 

 
Figure 8 Recovered Watermark in Binary Form 
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V. CONCLUSION 
Digital Image Watermarking is a new and merging area of research. A large variety of watermarking techniques 

is currently available in the literature.  It mainly deals with adding hidden messages or copyright notices in 

digital image. These watermarks, however, are not perfect and more could be done to improve a watermark’s 

robustness or accuracy in detection. This paper shows the stepwise process of invisible image watermarking 

which will be easy to understand whoever read this and will serve as a base paper for understanding the concept 

for the new researchers. There are lots of other technologies for Digital Image watermarking which will be 

discussed in future works 
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